TRATAMENTO DE DISSECÇÃO DA AORTA UTILIZANDO UMA COMBINAÇÃO DAS TÉCNICAS DE STABILISE E CERAB – NOTA TÉCNICA

RESUMO

Introdução: O tratamento endovascular de dissecções tipo B tem-se focado na cobertura da porta de entrada. No entanto, recentemente, tem surgido a preocupação em relação ao remodeling distal da aorta e novas técnicas como a Stent-Assisted Balloon-Induced Intimal Disruption and Relamination (STABILISE) tem ganho relevo. Os autores descrevem um nota técnica de uma combinação da técnica de STABILISE com a Covered Reconstruction of the Aortic Bifurcation (CERAB) de forma a obter um remodeling aórtico completo.

Métodos: Neste artigo descreve-se uma abordagem sequencial no tratamento endovascular de dissecções da aorta tipo B. O procedimento é iniciado com um TEVAR simples. Se o doente mantém sinais de compressão do verdadeiro lúmen após a abertura da primeira endoprótese a técnica de STABILISE é realizada sempre que possível de forma a obter expansão do verdadeiro lúmen e remodeling aórtico completo. No entanto, em alguns doentes, a perfusão do falso e compressão do verdadeiro lúmen mantém-se devido a portas de re-entrada distais. Nestes doentes, se existirem sinais de oclusão da aorta infra-renal ou iliaca ou ainda a presença de trombose distal do falso lúmen a técnica de CERAB é realizada em simultâneo.

Conclusão: A combinação de ambas as técnicas com o objetivo de cobrir a porta de entrada e as portas de re-entrada distais permite uma união de ambos os flaps, com obliteração completa do falso lúmen, expansão do verdadeiro lúmen e um remodeling aórtico óptimo.
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Endovascular treatment of type B aortic dissection has focused on the covering of the proximal entry tear. However, recently, concern has emerged regarding the distal aortic remodeling and new techniques such as the Stent-Assisted Balloon-Induced Intimal Disruption and Relamination (STABILISE) technique have gained more acceptance. We describe a technical note regarding the combination of the STABILISE technique in addition to the Covered Reconstruction of the Aortic Bifurcation (CERAB) technique to achieve complete aortic remodeling.
Methods: The authors describe a stepwise approach regarding the endovascular repair of type B aortic dissections. A simple TEVAR is performed first. If the patient still shows signs of true lumen compression, a STABILISE technique is performed in order to achieve true lumen expansion and complete aortic remodeling. However, in some patients, false lumen perfusion and true lumen compression at the very distal aorta is maintained due to distal communicating tears. In these patients, if there are still signs of infra-renal aortic or iliac compression/occlusion or distal thrombosis of the false lumen, a simultaneous CERAB is performed.

Conclusion: By combining these techniques, we aim to cover both the proximal tear and the distal communicating tears resulting in a complete flap apposition, false lumen obliteration, re-expansion of the true lumen and achieve optimal remodeling.
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INTRODUCTION:

Late aneurysmal degeneration is one of the principal concerns during follow-up of uncomplicated type B aortic dissections (TBAD). Studies evaluating the natural history of these uncomplicated TBAD have shown a high percentage of late complications and a mortality at 5 years of approximately 40%, making the term “uncomplicated” a misnomer. For this reason, in the past few years, an attempt at finding morphological and clinical subgroups of these patients has led to a higher degree of patients treated, especially in the sub-acute phase.

Regarding its repair, endovascular treatment has focused on the covering of the more proximal tear with improvement in both aortic remodeling and survival rates. Concern has now emerged regarding the distal aortic remodeling in these patients and new techniques such as the Stent-Assisted Balloon-Induced Intimal Disruption and Relamination (STABILISE) technique have gained more acceptance, with good results shown in the short-term follow-up. However, when distal communicating tears are present, the false lumen may maintain its perfusion which can lead to infra-renal aortic true lumen compression, iliac occlusion or late aneurysmal degeneration. For these patients, a combination of the STABILISE and the CERAB (Covered Endovascular Reconstruction of Aortic Bifurcation) techniques may be employed in order to improve remodeling and long-term results.

The authors aim to describe the technical details of this combination of techniques.

TECNICAL DESCRIPTION:

Regarding any surgical technique, patient selection is paramount. There is a small niche of patients in which a combination of the STABILISE and CERAB techniques may be applied. We can consider them a subgroup of the patients that have an indication for TEVAR and STABILISE. In the management of TBADs, first, a decision has to be made if the patient warrants treatment, and if he is applicable for a TEVAR. If the TEVAR is performed and there is still false lumen perfusion and true lumen compression distally in the control angiogram following the endograft placement, an extension using the STABILISE technique may be used. In these patients, if there are still signs of infra-renal aortic or iliac compression/occlusion or distal thrombosis of the false lumen (Figure 1), a CERAB may be performed in order to expand the true lumen and occlude these distal communicating tears.

Figure 1. Aortic angiogram following a STABILISE technique still showing significant compression of the true lumen in the distal aorta.

When a decision is made to treat a patient with a TBAD, it is advised to have a pre-operative CT-angiography (CTA) with at least 1mm cuts in order to plan these procedures, ideally an ECG-gated CTA. At least a 2cm dissection-free proximal landing zone (PLZ) should be obtained in order to achieve adequate sealing, fixation and lower risk for stent induced new entry tears which may lead to retrograde dissections.
The aortic diameter at the level of the PLZ is measured (outer to outer) and 10% oversizing is performed using a covered endograft. Ideally without proximal bare fixation stents. The aortic diameter in the distal thoracic and abdominal aorta is also measured including both true and false lumens (outer-to-outer) and a plan for a same size graft is made (no oversizing). In the distal aorta and iliacs, the total diameter is also measured including both true and false lumens and a 10% oversizing is used if using covered stents.

The authors perform these procedures in an angiographic suite using the Azurion system from Philips®. Depending on the patient, in order to achieve an adequate PLZ (more than 2cm of non-dissected aorta), an arch debranching procedure may be needed. Usually a carotid-subclavian bypass using a Dacron 8mm graft is performed (Figure 2A, B), followed by, simultaneous ligation of the subclavian artery proximal to the vertebral artery (Figure 2C) whenever possible in order to lower the risk of posterior stroke when opening the endograft in a subsequent phase (Figure 2D).

Both femoral accesses are used, one femoral cutdown and one percutaneous. The femoral cutdown access is chosen on the side that looks easier to catheterize the true lumen and advance the aortic devices and purse string sutures are placed in order to rapidly perfuse the limb whenever possible (Figure 3). If there is a plan to cover more than 15cm of thoracic aorta, or if the patient has already been submitted to abdominal aortic surgery or has hypogastric artery occlusion, the procedure is performed using spinal fluid drainage.

Regarding device selection, for the proximal TEVAR the authors usually choose the COOK Zenith Dissection TX2 device without proximal bare metal fixation stents. However, when not available, the device at hand is used, which, in our institution, is the COOK Zenith Thoracic Alpha and attention is made not to land the bare metal fixation stents on a dissected aorta or with intramural hematoma. A 10% oversizing is used in the proximal landing zone and if an extension is used, the total aortic diameter is used (true plus false lumen) with no oversizing. For the STABILISE extension, a bare metal stent like the COOK Zenith Dissection (ZDES) is used and measured according to the total aortic diameter.

For the STABILISE extension, a bare metal stent like the COOK Zenith Dissection (ZDES) is used and measured according to the total aortic diameter. For the CERAB, balloon expandable covered stent grafts are used. Due to more diameter options available the Bentley BeGraft Aortic stent graft is usually used and measured to a 10% oversizing of the total aortic diameter. For the iliac stent, either the Bentley BeGraft Peripheral or Atrium Advanta stents are used.

The procedure is started by catheterizing the true lumen using a hydrophilic 0.035 guidewire over a pigtail, making sequential angiographic checks to make sure one is correctly placed in the true lumen and advancing it all the way to the ascending aorta making one final angiogram to confirm the position. The guidewire is then exchanged to a stiff wire, usually a Lunderquist Extra Stiff wire, which is placed next to the aortic valve. Over this wire a 6F long sheath is advanced to the proximal aorta and a serial of angiographies are performed from proximal do distal to confirm positioning in the true lumen in all of the extent of the aorta.

On the contralateral side, a pigtail is advanced in the same way to the proximal aorta where it “sits” in order to perform the angiograms.
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A second covered endograft extension is usually avoided except when large communicating tears are seen at this level in the pre-operative CTA. In these cases, a covered endograft may be deployed, ending just above the celiac trunk, using full lateral view in order to confirm its origin. A 5cm overlap is used. When a covered extension is not used, a bare metal aortic stent is used (the authors usually use the COOK® Dissection ZDES) with the same overlap. Usually in these cases two BMS are needed and the first is aimed to be deployed above the celiac trunk in order to avoid placing two BMS over the visceral arteries as it might hinder future vessel catheterization if needed. A 5cm overlap on the second BMS is also used and aimed to deploy above the iliac bifurcation, usually about 3cm.

Following the placement of all the components, a semi-compliant (COOK CODA®) balloon is used to balloon the covered endograft to its maximal nominal diameter rupturing the dissection flap and re-laminating the aorta (Figure 4A). This balloon is not used in the BMS zone due to the risk of rupture. In this area a non-compliant balloon is used (BARD® True Dilation), with the same size as the BMS in order not to dilate the aorta beyond its diameter (Figure 4B). If after 3 attempts the flap does not rupture and there is no apposition, no additional ballooning is performed.

A pigtail is then placed in the ascending aorta and a final aortic angiogram is performed and an attentive look is made on the visceral arteries to check for any dissection flaps and correct perfusion. Following the procedure, normally patients recover immediately with normalization of blood pressure and resolution of the chest/abdominal pain. If this is not the case, a repeat CTA is performed to check for signs of complication. If the patient recovers well, we will perform a CTA on the first week before discharge and then after one month, 6 months and yearly thereafter. Patients are kept under dual antiplatelet therapy and strict anti-hypertension control.

**DISCUSSION/CONCLUSION:**

Aortic dissections are an unpredictable and complex conundrum. In order to improve the care of patients with TBADs one has to pay special attention to the different characteristics of the particular patient’s anatomy and presentation. Currently type B aortic dissections have been divided accordingly to their timing in acute, sub-acute and chronic dissections(2). Regarding an endovascular repair in patients with uncomplicated TBADs. The acute phase (first 14 days) has been historically avoided by most authors with the fear of rupture and complications. The ADSORB trial, however, showed safe outcomes with better remodeling in this phase, albeit with no differences regarding mortality(11). Recently, authors have described favorable and safe outcomes of patients treated in this setting even with more extensive repairs like the STABILISE technique as described by Melissano et al(7). The exception for this, is the hyperacute phase (first 24h) in which the aorta seems to be more prone to rupture and surgery should be avoided, if possible. However, if necessary, proceeding with a PETICOAT (Provisional Extension To Induce...
In some patients, even following placement of a distal bare-metal stent, like the STABILISE technique, false lumen perfusion and true lumen compression at the very distal aorta still persists due to distal communicating tears (6) (Figure 6). In these patients, if there are still signs of infra-renal aortic or iliac compression/occlusion or distal thrombosis of the false lumen, a CERAB may be performed in order to expand the true lumen and occlude these distal communicating tears. This concept has been explored by Molinari et al using the DEEVAR technique, in which they combine the PET TICOAT technique and place an AFX unibody in the aortic bifurcation aiming to occlude the distal communicating tears (18).

In this paper we describe a similar concept but associating the STABILISE and CERAB techniques.

**CONCLUSION:**

The technical details of the combination of the STABILISE and CERAB techniques to treat type B aortic dissections are described. This combination allows for a covering of both the proximal tear and the distal communicating tears which aims to lead to a complete flap opposition, false lumen obliteration and optimal remodeling.

In adequate patients it might lead to a more complete and durable repair.
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